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🔥So... about that voicemail John Dowd, Trump’s lead
defense atty, left for Rob Kelner, Flynn’s lead counsel.
Kelner said the tone was “indignant and vocal in his
disagreement“ that Flynn’s team was making a deal and
couldn’t share info with him😳
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🔥BREAKING NEWS🔥Even though John Dowd, Trumps criminal defense atty,

KNEW that Trump was implicated in the Flynn situation and that it was a

NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUE, he tried to cover it up by telling the American people

a LIE about the Mueller investigation ‼ 

@realDonaldTrump, his lawyers, the @GOP, @FoxNews have perpetrated a

COVERUP of their criminality with Russia and we need to DEMAND an

#ImpeachmentInquiryNOW READ WHAT DOWD SAID👇

🔥John Dowd LIED‼ He actually called the @FBI a CABAL‼ He knew that the Flynn

situation was a NATIONAL SECURITY issue and put @realDonaldTrump ahead of

the United States of America🔥

Ex-Trump attorney John Dowd slams 'waste of time' Mueller probe as '…
Veteran criminal defense attorney John Dowd has savaged Robert Mueller’s
Russia probe as a ‘terrible waste of time’ and questioned whether a report will ever
be produced.
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https://www.foxnews.com/politics/ex-trump-attorney-john-dowd-slams-waste-of-time-m…

🔥John Dowd will be DISBARRED- mark my words... He was covering for Trump

and got caught. He knew the truth and tried to hide it‼ He tried to turn Americans

against the @FBI to save a treasonous President🔥

John Dowd On Their Being A Coup Against President Trump
John Dowd, former attorney for President Donald Trump tells Brian Kilmeade there
is a coup against President Trump by Rod Rosenstein, James Comey, Robert
Mueller, Andrew McCabe

https://video.foxnews.com/v/5989254951001/

💥BOOM💥John Dowd didn’t care that what he wanted from Flynn’s attorney was

ILLEGAL to provide when the joint defense agreement was over‼ He wanted Rob

Kelner to tell him “for the sake of ALL our interests.” He asked another lawyer to

BREAK THE LAW😳

😳John Dowd also discusses Trump offering PARDONS to Flynn and Manafort... in

his voicemail: “remember what what we’ve always said about the President and his

feelings for Flynn and that still remains BUT— Well in any event, uhm let me know...

”
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